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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The advent of smart materials, also known as adaptive or active materials, and
their supporting research has led to an exciting and diverse array of new actuators,
sensors, or self-sensing actuators. Smart materials have one or more properties, in-
cluding shape, that exhibit controllable changes as a result of variable external inputs,
such as stress, temperature, and magnetic fields to name a few. Along with the change
in properties comes an inherent ability to convert energy from one form to another.
Smart materials have sparked the growing field of smart structures/systems, which
focuses on combining active materials with support structures, electronics, and/or
control systems to actively monitor changing environments and alter system proper-
ties or responses accordingly. One formal definition for a smart structure/system is a
non-biological structure having a definite purpose, means and imperative to achieve
that purpose, and a biological pattern of functioning [62].
The most well known and well researched smart materials are piezoceramics, elec-
trostrictives, and shape memory alloys (SMA’s). Piezoceramics develop a charge when
stressed, which is based upon the piezoelectric effect. The benefits of piezoceramics
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include being lightweight, compact, relatively inexpensive and having a nearly linear
response when poled. Electrostrictives are governed by the inverse piezoelectric effect,
whereby changes in electric field result in mechanical strain. Electrostrictive actua-
tors, in general, have higher stiffness and increased strain compared to piezoelectric
actuators for equal voltage inputs. However, their strain response is nonlinear. Shape
memory alloys produce large strain without undergoing plastic deformation and can
also recover this strain, due to phase changes within the material. Shape memory
alloys have been found to sustain strains on the order of 8 % [46].
Magnetostrictives are another, less common smart material that experience me-
chanical deformations in response to changes in magnetic induction. While typically
having lower coupling between the active domains and having significant frequency
dependence, magnetostrictives retain many advantages over the more common smart
materials presented above. Properties of piezoceramics and electrostrictives are irre-
versibly modified at elevated temperatures due to low Curie temperatures and phase
transition temperatures. Thus, these materials are relegated to use in a temperature
range around 60−90 ◦C [44]. Temperature has a minimal effect on magnetostrictives
below their Curie temperatures (380 ◦C or more [20]), and irreversible changes only
occur near the melting point (about 1400 ◦C [18]). In reference to SMA’s, magne-
tostrictives have a much higher bandwidth (∼ 30, 000 Hz compared to ∼ 100 Hz [24])
and lower hysteresis. Further, magnetostrictive-based transducers have sustained
more than 106 cycles without measurable change in output [3, 19]. The properties of
piezoceramics and electrostrictives degrade over time due to depoling (which can be
accelerated above normal levels due to overstress, overstrain, excessive voltage, or el-
evated temperatures). Similarly, the actuation response of Nitinol, the most common
2
shape memory alloy, significantly decreases for cycling above 104 cycles, with failure
occurring at thousands of cycles for moderate bias stresses [4, 56].
Magnetostriction was first observed by James Joule in 1842, when he observed
that iron sustained changes in length with the application of a magnetic field. Due
to the very minimal strains (on the order of 10 µstrain) seen in natural magne-
tostrictive materials, such as cobalt, nickel, and iron, magnetostrictives received little
attention until 1963. In that year, the rare-earth element based material, Terfenol-D
(Fe2Tb1/3Dy2/3), was invented. With energy density and coupling factor compara-
ble to piezoceramics and piezoelectrics, the capability to generate magnetostrictive
stresses around 90 MPa, and strains upwards of 2000 ppm, Terfenol-D has received
much attention and has developed into a viable smart material [20, 55, 77]. However,
Terfenol-D is very brittle and is limited to applications that require only 1D loading
of the material.
In 1999, the Magnetic Materials Group at Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carde-
rock Division (NSWCCD) invented the magnetostrictive material, Galfenol (an acronym
from Galium iron(fe) Naval Ordinance Laboratory). Galfenol has energy density
and magnetomechanical coupling that are noticeably less than Terfenol-D. Despite,
Galfenol can be machined, extruded, welded, rolled, deposited, and hot-formed, while
also possessing structural properties. Namely, Galfenol can be subjected to compres-
sion, bending, shock/impact, and torsion. Additionally, Galfenol’s magnetic response
saturates around magnetic fields of only 4− 6 kA/m, while Terfenol-D does not sat-
urate until over 150 kA/m (both at ∼ −7 MPa bias stress) [19, 45]. Therefore,
Galfenol is superior to Terfenol-D in applications where structural integrity/strength
is required and/or magnetic field intensity for excitation is limited.
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One challenge to designing smart structures and systems with Galfenol as the (or
one of the) active element(s) is how to package or join the material to the rest of the
system. Galfenol can be conventionally welded through fusion welding, however the
material will recrystallize once below the melting temperature and domains will spon-
taneously form below the Curie temperature. This will remove all preprocessing of the
material (grain structure, crystal structure alignment (texture), stress annealing, etc.)
For Galfenol to be an effective active material, it would need to be reprocessed fol-
lowing fusion welding. Additional methods of producing smart structures that utilize
Galfenol could include simply bonding Galfenol sheets to a surface, machining threads
onto Galfenol rods allowing for conventional attachment, or even replacing the mate-
rial of the structure with Galfenol itself. However, Galfenol is currently an expensive
material, making it infeasible to employ in large volumes. Also, the most economical
method of producing it will likely be rolling into sheets (not directional solidification
into rods or related processes). Further, as Galfenol is largely iron-based, corrosion
resistance is of great concern. One innovative method of incorporating Galfenol into
structures that overcomes the complications stated above is a solid-state welding pro-
cess, Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM). As a solid-state process, UAM can
produce coalescence of materials below their respective melting points. Thus, UAM
offers the unique opportunity to embed temperature-sensitive materials into bulk sub-
strates. UAM also has the benefit of welding dissimilar metals, allowing for Galfenol
sheets to be embedded below corrosion resistant materials. With embedding of the
material below the surface, opportunities to measure strains within a structure arise.
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As a structural grade material, Galfenol structures manufactured with UAM are
ideal for sensing applications in harsh environments, such as structural health mon-
itoring in aircraft structures, where strict weight and size constraints limit sensor
design. Also, considering the recent, high-profile oil spills, the maintenance and in-
tegrity of steel catenary risers (SCRs) on oil rigs is of great importance. In deep and
ultra-deep sea drilling, extremely high pressure and elevated temperatures pose dif-
ficult technical challenges in catenary riser design and stress monitoring. Currently,
SCR health monitoring is conducted through the use of external sensors measuring
flex joint rotation and bending strain and stiffness [25, 43, 49, 68]. As the knowl-
edge bases of UAM and Galfenol continue to grow, the possibility of using embedded
Galfenol in these risers as concurrent structural members and internal sensors will
become a reality.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Magnetic Principles
1.2.1.1 Magnetic Fields
Magnetic fields are generated whenever electrical charges move, whether in a
current-carrying conductor or in the orbital motions and spins of electrons within
an atom or atoms. When a magnetic field, H, is produced in a volume of space, an
energy gradient is developed within that volume, creating a force on electric charges,
current-carrying conductors, and magnetic dipoles [31].The Biot-Savart law, Equa-
tion (1.1), allows for calculation of the magnetic field strength produced by current
through a given conductor,
δH =
1
4pir2
i ∗ δl× u, (1.1)
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where δH is the magnetic field increment due to the current element increment, iδl,
r is the distance from the current element to the point of interest, i is the current, δl
is the incremental length of the conductor, and u is a unit vector along r [31].
In order to increase the magnitude of the magnetic field generated, insulated wires
are wound in a helical fashion to form solenoids. The field strength at the center of
a long, thin solenoid (L D) in air is determined from Ampere’s law [31], Equation
(1.2) (which can be shown equivalent to the Biot-Savart law),
H =
Ni
L
, (1.2)
where N is the number of helical turns of the conductor, L is the length of the
solenoid, and D is the diameter of the solenoid. For thick solenoids of finite length,
Equation (1.2) is no longer valid, and the corrected field strength at the center is
given as Equation (1.3) [31],
H =
Ni
a1
F (α, β)
2β(α− 1) , (1.3)
where
α =
a2
a1
(1.4)
β =
L
2a1
(1.5)
F (α, β) = β[arcsinh(α/β)− arcsinh(1/β)], (1.6)
and a1 is the radius of the innermost winding, and a2 is the radius of the outermost
winding.
The above relations for the field strength within solenoids are idealized. Errors
arise when applying these concepts to actual solenoids, due to the packing factor of
circular wires, imperfect winding, and the frequency dependence of current through
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a wire for a given voltage. Additionally, the above relations are derived for steady
currents, not time-varying currents1. Further, the relations are inaccurate outside of
the middle 50% of the length, with the magnetic field decreasing by a half at the end
of the solenoid [31]. Despite these limitations, Equations (1.2) and (1.3) can be used
for estimation purposes.
1.2.1.2 Magnetic Induction
Magnetic induction (B), also known as flux density, is defined as the amount of
magnetic flux through a surface of unit area. If a magnetic field is thought of as a
vector field, where the spacing between vectors indicates the magnitude of field, then
flux (φ), a scalar quantity, can be visualized as the net number of magnetic field lines
passing through a surface. The quantitative relationship between magnetic induction,
flux, and magnetic field is given in Equation (1.7),
B =
φ
A
= µH = µ0µrH, (1.7)
where A is the area over which the flux penetrates, µ is the permeability, µ0 is the
permeability of free space (4pi10−7 in SI units), and µr is the relative permeability.
Relative permeability is a material property that is equal to 1 (by definition) for free
space, is nearly constant over large ranges of H for paramagnetic and diamagnetic
materials, and is nonlinear for ferromagnetic materials.
According to Gauss’s law for magnetic fields2, the total magnetic flux through
any closed surface is zero (no magnetic monopoles exist in nature that would create
magnetic field sinks or sources). Thus, magnetic field lines, and therefore magnetic
1The 4th of Maxwell’s equations, or the Ampere-Maxwell law, handles time-varying currents [23]
2Also considered as the second of Maxwell’s equations
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induction, must form closed loops with no distinct beginning or end. Gauss’s law for
magnetic fields is given as Equation (1.8)[23] (for the differential form, which is most
common),
~∇ • ~B = 0. (1.8)
In Equation (1.8), ~∇ is the divergence operator. When ferromagnetic materials are
placed in close proximity to magnetic fields, these loops of magnetic flux tend to
concentrate in the ferromagnetic materials, due to their high relative permeabilities.
As these ferromagnetic materials are connected by the loops of magnetic flux, they
are said to be flux-linked. This allows for the components in a flux-linked loop to be
magnetized by magnetizing just one of the components.
From Equations (1.7) and (1.1), it can be seen that current-carrying conductors
produce magnetic fields, and consequently magnetic flux through the surrounding
medium. The reverse process of a magnetic flux inducing voltage in a conductor can
also be observed, and is governed by Faraday’s law3 (given in differential form, as is
most common), Equation (1.9) [23],
~∇× ~E = −∂B
∂t
, (1.9)
where ~E is the electric field, and ~∇× is the curl operator. Faraday’s law indicates
that when a changing magnetic flux (produced from time-varying magnetic fields or
motion of a permanent magnet through said surface) penetrates a surface, an electric
field4 is induced along the boundary of the surface. When a conducting medium is
present along the boundary, this electric field provides an electromotive force (emf).
3Also considered as the third of Maxwell’s equations
4With a divergence of zero, meaning that the electric field lines circulate back on themselves.
This is different from electric fields generated by electric charges, which have a nonzero divergence
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The emf acts as a voltage5 to produce current within the conducting medium. Further,
the negative sign on the right hand side of Equation (1.9) indicates that the induced
current creates its own magnetic field that opposes the change in flux through the
surface. Faraday’s law is the foundation for the development of induction coils, which
are widely used to measure magnetic induction or flux through surfaces. Numerous
induction coils have arose for a variety of applications [69].
1.2.1.3 Magnetization
The most elementary unit of magnetism is considered as a single current loop6.
From this, the magnetic dipolole moment, m can be defined using Equation (1.10)
[31],
m = Ai, (1.10)
where A is the area of the current loop. Using the magnetic moment, m, the mag-
netization, M, can be defined as the number of magnetic dipole moments per unit
volume pointing in a particular direction, as seen in Equation (1.11) [31],
M =
m
V
. (1.11)
Since magnetic induction creates a torque on magnetic dipoles of moment, m, the
magnetic induction can therefore be related to magnetization, by Equation (1.12).
Thus, magnetic flux densities can be generated by conventional currents (by mag-
netic fields) or by groups of magnetic dipole moments (by magnetization), shown in
Equation (1.13) [31],
B = µ0M, (1.12)
5Not a force
6Which can be conventional current flowing in a conductor, unbalanced orbital motion of electrons
about a nucleus within a material, or spinning of unpaired electrons within a material
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B = µ0(H + M). (1.13)
An additional property of magnetic materials can now be introduced. The sus-
ceptibility, (χ), is defined in Equation (1.14) [31],
χ =
M
H
. (1.14)
Magnetic materials are typically categorized according to susceptibility, as shown
in Table 1.1 [31].
Table 1.1: Magnetic material categorization by susceptibility
Material Category Susceptibility
diamagnetic ≈ −10−5
paramagnetic ≈ 10−3 to 10−5
ferromagnetic ≈ 50 to 10, 000
1.2.2 Magnetostrictive Principles
For almost all ferromagnetic materials, dimension changes of the materials oc-
cur when they become magnetized, thereby creating a coupling of the magnetic and
mechanical states of these materials. The strain developed in magnetostrictive ma-
terials in response to a magnetization change is known as magnetostriction7, (λ),
and arises due to the presence of magnetic domains. Magnetic domains are localized
groups of material unit cells that have an ordered orientation, meaning that their
magnetic moments all point in the same direction. As these magnetic moments, or
dipoles, rotate into the direction of the applied magnetic field, the atomic spacing
7This is more formally called the Joule or direct effect
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of iron and gallium atoms changes, leading to a deformation of the crystal struc-
ture. Typically, these magnetic domains are composed of 1012 − 1015 atoms [31]. In
all ferromagnetic materials, magnetic domains form spontaneously below the mate-
rial’s respective Curie temperature. This formation of domains causes a spontaneous
magnetostriction of the material as it cools through its Curie temperature. Further
magnetostriction, known as field-induced magnetostriction, results from applied mag-
netic fields, which tend to rotate all of the domains within a material into the direction
of the applied field. When all of the domains within a sample are aligned along the
field direction, creating a single-domained sample, the sample is said to be technically
saturated. The saturation magnetostriction, or λs, is the total strain developed by
the spontaneous magnetostriction and the field-induced magnetostriction at techni-
cal saturation. Prior to the saturation region, the magnetostriction has a quadratic
dependence on applied magnetic field.
The inverse Joule effect, also known as the Villari effect or simply the inverse
effect, can also be observed in nearly all ferromagnetic materials. This is defined as
the change in magnetization that occurs as a result of changes in stress. The Joule
and Villari effects are the most common magnetostrictive effects, but a number of
others exist8.
These effects are nonlinear and also depend on material history9. The nonlinear-
ities arise from the saturation phenomenon seen in both magnetostriction and mag-
netization, as discussed above, and material anisotropies. These anisotropies are the
8See [12]
9Hysteresis is observed in magnetic and mechanical responses
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domain-scale texturing10 and the atomic-scale preferred crystallographic directions.
The preferred crystalline directions are defined as the directions that a magnetic mo-
ment tends to point due to an electrical attraction or repulsion between its rigidly
attached electronic charge cloud and the neighboring charged ions [17]. Since each
magnetostrictive material has a specific atomic structure11 and electronic charge cloud
configuration, they each may have different preferred crystalline directions.
To deal with these nonlinearities, the coupled linear piezomagnetic equations,
Equations (1.15) and (1.16), were developed [8],
B = d∗T + µTH, (1.15)
S =
1
EHy
T + dH, (1.16)
where S is the strain vector, T is the stress vector, B is the flux density vector, H
is the magnetic field vector, µT is the tensor of magnetic permeability at constant
stress, EHy is the tensor of Young’s modulus at constant magnetic field, d is the mag-
netomechanical strain tensor, and d∗ is a magnetomechanical tensor. These equations
are useful to describe small-signal operation about a bias stress or magnetic field, or
for modeling to computationally calculate strain or flux density through iterative
techniques.
1.2.3 Galfenol
1.2.3.1 Binary Galfenol (Fe100−xGax)
Binary Galfenol has a body-centered cubic crystal structure. In Galfenol, the
crystalline direction in which the magnetic moments tend to prefer (or the magnetic
10Material processing that results in a significant majority of crystals in the material oriented in
a specified direction
11FCC, BCC, HCP, etc.
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Figure 1.1: Body-centered cubic crystal structure and relevant crystallographic direc-
tions
“easy” axis) is the 〈100〉 family of directions. Thus, the achievement of an ideal
Galfenol actuator or sensor relies on developing a strong 〈100〉 crystal orientation
along the axis of elongation or sensitivity. In iron, and therefore Galfenol, the di-
rections 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 are known as the “medium” and “hard” magnetic axes,
respectively [75]. These directions are shown on a generic body-centered cubic unit
cell in Figure 1.1.
Achievement of the desired orientation is conducted through texturing. Effects of
texturing and efforts to produce said texturing via alloying additions and material
processing have been studied [7, 35, 52, 67]. One promising method is to develop a
“Goss” texture (defined as {110} 〈001〉) along the desired actuation direction (nor-
mally parallel to the rolling direction). The “Goss” texture direction is shown on a
BCC unit cell in Figure 1.2. Therefore, in order to yield the maximum actuation
along the rolling direction of a sample, it is necessary to orient the crystal structure
such that the purple plane, shown in Figure 1.2, is coincident with the rolling plane
and the red arrow is coincident with the desired actuation direction. This will orient
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Figure 1.2: “Goss” texture ({110} 〈001〉) shown on a BCC unit cell
the crystal structure such that one of the magnetic “easy” axes is coincident with the
rolling or actuation direction, and will result in the magnetic domains being oriented
equally along the [001] direction and each of the equivalent directions.
Single crystal samples of Galfenol result in the highest magnetomechanical re-
sponse. However, polycrystalline samples are less expensive to produce and have
mechanical properties that are superior to the single crystals. For maximum magne-
tostrictive performance in polycrystals, the highest possible volume fraction of 〈100〉
oriented crystal grains is desired.
Another variable that has a significant effect on the magnetostrictive performance
of Galfenol is the composition of gallium. The effect of this composition on magne-
tostriction in single crystals was first described in 2003 [10], and later updated in 2007
[65], with the latter shown in Figure 1.312 (where Q indicates water quenched from
1000 ◦C, and SC indicates slow-cooled at 10 ◦C/min from 1000 ◦C). Explanations for
this dependence and its curve have been formulated [72].
12Published in [65], taken from [72]
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Figure 1.3: Dependence of Magnetostriction on Ga content [65]
Temperature has been shown to have minimal effect on the magnetostriction,
magnetization, and elastic properties of Galfenol [9, 34, 58]. For various compositions
and processing conditions, the mechanical properties shown in Table 1.2 have been
found [64].
Table 1.2: Mechanical properties of Galfenol alloys
Property Range
Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) 350− 580 Mpa
% Elongation 0.8− 1.6 %
Elastic Modulus 72− 86 Gpa
From Equations (1.15) and (1.16), it can be seen that the determination of four
quantities (µT, EHy , d, and d
∗) characterize magnetostrictive materials. Therefore,
four graphs, showing how these four quantities change in response to magnetic or
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Figure 1.4: Characterization curves for highly textured, polycrystalline 18.4 at%
Galfenol [45]
mechanical inputs, can define the transduction and sensing response of magnetostric-
tives, such as Galfenol. As an example, these four characteristic curves for a highly
textured, polycrystalline rod of Galfenol (with 18.4 at% Ga) has been reproduced
here in Figure 1.4 from [45].
In order to obtain the maximum performance from a Galfenol-based actuator,
large compressive pre-stresses are required. To reduce or eliminate this need, stress
annealing [71, 70] or magnetic field annealing [74, 75, 73] can be utilized during
materials processing.
Notable modeling efforts include the Armstrong model [2] and the Evans-Dapino
models. The Armstrong model is an anhysteretic model for magnetostrictives with
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cubic anisotropy that calculates magnetization and magnetostriction. This model
includes the effects of stress and anisotropy. Evans and Dapino have developed models
for both 3D constitutive behavior of Galfenol [21] and system-level dynamic behavior
of Galfenol-driven systems [22].
1.2.3.2 Rolled Galfenol
For many applications, including the production of Galfenol-based composites,
the Galfenol material will need to be laminated or produced in thin sheets. This is a
necessity due to the material’s high magnetic permeability, which causes large eddy
current losses during dynamic operation. Also, rolled Galfenol sheet will likely be the
most economical method of manufacture. Further, the embedding or incorporation of
Galfenol into active structures often requires sheet geometries. Rolling of iron-gallium
alloys was first attempted as recently as 2003 [35, 33].
The magnitude of the magnetomechanical response of rolled Galfenol still de-
pends upon the material having a strong 〈100〉 orientation along the desired actua-
tion direction. Additionally, finite element simulations have shown that mismatches
in grain orientation can produce significant internal stresses, which lead to reductions
in magnetostrictive response [35]. It has been concluded that this texturing cannot
be achieved without the use of alloying additions13 [47]. Various attempts have been
made to develop the desired 〈100〉 texture, through the use of alloying additions of
silicon and boron [51], NbC [63], and low carbon steel [66].
While gallium is necessary for improving the magnetostriction of iron by twenty
fold or more, it also has an embrittling effect on iron. Thus, initial attempts at rolling
the binary Galfenol resulted in significant edge cracking, even during 1000 ◦C hot
13these are second-phase particles that inhibit the growth of grains with undesired orientation
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rolling [53]. To improve rollability and ductility, Mo, Nb, NbC, B, and low carbon
steel additions have been shown to produce adequate to high-quality rolled sheets
[53, 64, 66]. Additionally, it has been shown that low carbon steel-based alloys of
Galfenol experience a ductile to brittle transition between 15.5 at% and 18.4 at% Ga
[64]. In this research, Galfenol samples with a nominal gallium content of 18.4 at%
were chosen to balance the effect of gallium content on magnetostrictive performance
(as shown in Figure 1.3) with the embrittling effect of increasing gallium content.
The largest magnetostrictions for rolled Galfenol samples to date have been re-
ported by Meloy and Summers for Fe-Ga18-NbC
14 with a magnitude of 310 ppm.
They also developed a plot showing magnetostriction as a function of texture ori-
entation, reproduced in Figure 1.5 [47]. In Figure 1.5, the majority of grains in all
samples were oriented in the 〈100〉 direction, but the 〈100〉 direction deviated from
the rolling direction by 0−45 ◦15. Also, the dotted line is a Gaussian trend line, while
the solid lines are a 95% confidence range.
A magnetomechanical plate model has been developed to predict the nonlinear
actuation response of laminated structures composed of magnetostrictives and non-
magnetic layers [14]. This model was formulated based upon classical laminated plate
theory and an energy-based statistical magnetomechanical model. A non-linear mag-
netomechanical plate model has also been developed to predict the effect of quasi-
static stress and the magnetic field on the magnetic induction, elastic and magne-
tostrictive strain, and stress in laminated structures composed of magnetostrictive
14processing details provided in [47]
15recall that the magnetic “easy” axis is the 〈100〉 direction, which should be oriented parallel to
the actuation direction for maximum magnetostrictive performance
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Figure 1.5: Magnetostriction as a function of the angle between 〈100〉 direction and
rolling direction [47]
and non-magnetic components [13]. This model was formulated using the same tech-
niques used for the actuation model described above.
1.2.4 Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM)
Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM), also known as Ultrasonic Consolida-
tion (UC), is a groundbreaking solid-state welding process incorporating ultrasonic
welding, additive manufacturing/rapid prototyping, and computer-aided machining
(CAM) components. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 1.6. The barriers
to solid-state welding are asperities, oxides, and surface contamination. In UAM,
ultrasonic vibrations, along with significant normal forces (upwards of 4500 N), are
applied to induce plastic deformation and shearing of asperities, while dispersing
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of UAM process (photograph courtesy of Edison Welding In-
stitute)
oxides and contaminants [15]. With these barriers to welding eliminated or signifi-
cantly reduced, nascent surfaces are formed and spontaneous metal to metal bonding
occurs16.
The ultrasonic vibrations are delivered via piezoelectric-based transducers. High-
powered UAM systems have ultrasonic powers of 9.5 kW, achieved by utilizing two
transducers17. While the ultrasonic vibrations and normal force are applied, the
ultrasonic stack (including the transducer(s), boosters, and sonotrode) is rotated
and the base plate is translated in a coordinated way such that the sonotrode, or
welding horn, traverses along the length of the weld. Vibration amplitudes range
from 0.00019 − 0.0019 in (5 − 50 µm), with translation or travel speeds reaching
2 in/s (∼ 50 mm/s) [16].
During each welding pass, thin metal sheets (0.006 in or ∼ 0.15 mm thick) are
welded to a base plate or to previously welded sheets. In the case of welding on top
16this results if the surface energies of the free surfaces are greater than the surface energy of the
grain boundary between the two bonded metals
17where the two transducers and two boosters are symmetric about the sonotrode
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Figure 1.7: Optical micrograph of Al 3003−H18 manufactured using UAM, showing
voids and bonded regions [30]
of previously welded sheets, the sonotrode texture is imparted onto the top of the
previously welded sheet, which becomes the bottom surface of the welding interface.
Thus, the bottom of each welding interface is textured, while the top is the smooth
rolled surface of a new sheet. It has been suggested that this situation is the cause for
the residual voids that occur throughout the welded interface [32]. These voids are
show in Figure 1.7, taken from [30]. These voids are significantly reduced in size and
number or even eliminated as vibration amplitude increases, travel speed decreases,
and/or normal force increases. The effect of sonotrode texture on parts made using
UAM has been reported in [42].
It was initially thought that the fewer number of voids the higher the strength
and weld quality. However, a recent study has shown that the USS and UTTS of
UAM built Al 3003−H18 samples was not directly correlated with linear weld density
(LWD) [30]. LWD is defined as the ratio of microscopically observed “bonded” regions
to “unbonded” regions at the welding interface, and is reported as an averaged percent
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[30]. Thus, further studies on the strength of UAM builds and their fatigue properties
are needed.
As ultrasonic consolidation is a new process, most of the literature has focused on
the development of optimum process parameters. The parameters that are typically
studied include vibration amplitude, normal force, travel speed, and in some cases
preheat temperature or number of bilayers (tapes welded during one welding pass).
A selection of notable studies are [30, 38, 39, 40, 41, 57].
During the UAM process, temperatures only reach 30 − 50 % of the melting
temperature of the base metal [39]. Further, the CAM component of the UAM
process allows for complex internal channels and geometries. Together, the low-
temperatures and complex internal geometries provide the unprecedented opportunity
to embed temperature-sensitive materials, such as shape-memory alloys and other
smart materials, to create active composites and structures. A variety of successful
embeds are shown in Figure 1.8 [28, 29, 27].
The range of applications are broad, extending to the welding of dissimilar metals,
welding of “hard” metals (such as Ti, Cu, Ni, and stainless steel) [54], parts with
embedded sensing [50], and parts with motion, stiffness, or temperature control to
name a few [26].
1.2.4.1 Very-High-Power UAM System
All embedding trials reported throughout this research were performed on a re-
cently developed very-high-power UAM (VHP UAM) “test bed” as reported in [54].
This UAM system has 9 kW of power due to the use of two ultrasonic transducers
(each with 4.5 kW of power) operating in unison using a push-pull method. The VHP
UAM system is shown in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8: A: NiTi wire embedded into Al 3003− H18 using only plastic flow of Al
sheet [28]. B: 3.175 mm wide, 25.4 µm thick PVDF ribbon wrapped with Kapton
insulating tape and embedded into Al 3003 − H18 [29]. C: X-RAY of part shown in
E, showing embedded channels (courtesy Edison Welding Institute). D: NiTi ribbon
embedded into Al 3003−H18 using only plastic flow of Al sheet [29]. E: bulk aluminum
part with embedded channels (courtesy Edison Welding Institute). F: 381 µm NiTi
wire embedded into Al 3003− H18 using only plastic flow of Al sheet [27].
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Figure 1.9: Very-high-power UAM system, with detail of ultrasonic stack (courtesy
of Edison Welding Institute)
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The system is tuned to operate at 20 kHz, and can provide normal forces up to 15
kN and vibration amplitudes up to 52 µm [61]. The sonotrode used with this system
has a typical surface roughness of 7 µm Ra.
1.3 Objectives
The main objective of this research is to design, model, and build a magnetic
transduction circuit intended to measure the sensing response to bending of Galfenol-
aluminum composites created using UAM. As rolled Galfenol materials have only
been studied as recently as 2003, little experimental data exists, with most studies fo-
cusing on magnetostriction. Therefore, the magnetic transduction circuit was also de-
signed to characterize thin sheet rolled Galfenol using standard tension/compression
load frames. COMSOL multiphysics with Matlab was used to model the magnetic
characteristics of the transduction circuit to verify its design and predict any limita-
tions to its use. The simulation was also utilized to predict the actuation response
of the UAM composites, by incorporating a fully-coupled, piecewise-linear constitu-
tive model of Galfenol that has been shown to accurately model magnetostrictive
transducers [6, 22]. Experimental actuation data for a Galfenol-aluminum composite
(prepared by [29]) was compared to a simulated response.
In an effort to develop a self-contained, Galfenol-based sensor/energy harvester,
steel sheets wound with induction coils were embedded via ultrasonic additive manu-
facturing. This work tested the viability of the UAM process to concurrently embed
active materials and sensitive electronic circuitry. Prior research on the embedding
of Galfenol steel into aluminum substrates using UAM [29] was continued to include
the embedding of rolled Galfenol steel. Great promise in this area has been shown.
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CHAPTER 2
UAM EMBEDDING
2.1 Induction Coil Embedding
Previous research has shown that wires of up to 381 µm [27], including Fiber
Bragg Grating (FBG) arrays [50], 250 µm optical fibers [37], and USB-based electri-
cal systems [60] have been successfully embedded using the ultrasonic consolidation
process.
In [37, 50], it was shown that sufficient plastic flow occurred to encapsulate and
embed said fibers into an Al 3003-H18 matrix, without damaging the embedded ma-
terials. Each researcher followed a process very similar to these steps: (1) monolithic
Al foils were formed by consolidating groups of two Al foils (typically 100 µm each,
totaling 200 µm) (2) embedded elements were sandwiched between monolithic Al foils
(3) the sandwich was clamped and welded along the length by UAM. In [27], a similar
process was followed, except the two Al foils were not preformed into a monolithic
foil.
The USB-based electrical systems were embedded by machining a sizable pocket
into a bulk UC build, bonding the electronics in the hole, then filling said hole with
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epoxy - leaving a flat surface level with the surrounding consolidated aluminum.
Following, aluminum tapes were welded across this flat surface using UAM.
Typically, rolled Galfenol is sectioned into sheets about 0.4 in (10.16 mm) wide.
Narrower sections are manufacturable, however, sufficient active material must be
present to yield easily measurable changes in flux density (for the case of an induc-
tion coil-based sensor). Thus, 0.4 in wide material was used. Challenges arise in
embedding material of this breadth. For the mild UAM parameters used to embed
sensitive parts into an Al matrix, metallic bonding is unlikely to occur between Al
and steel (and therefore between Al and Galfenol). Therefore, when welding these
materials, only 60 % of the total foil width is available to bond around the embedded
elements. In this respect, the complexity of embedding in [27, 37, 50] is noticeably
less, as a much higher percentage of the foil width could bond to the substrate. Re-
search has proved possible the embedding of 0.4 in wide active materials [29], but
without wound induction coils.
The embedding method used in [60] is not desirable for the manufacture of Al-
Galfenol composite sensors. For the sensor to function, a coupling between bulk
deformation and Galfenol deformation must be achieved. Without sufficient coupling,
the mechanical response, and therefore the magnetic response, of the Galfenol would
be minimized. Consequently, it is desirable to create the Al-Galfenol composite such
that the consolidated Al sheet, which encapsulates the active material, makes an
interface with said active material. This has been shown to produce mechanical
interlocking at the interface, which improves the coupling between active material
and substrate, even if metallic bonding does not occur [29].
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For induction coil-based energy harvesters, the working principle is as follows: (1)
the active material is wound with an induction coil and incorporated into a structure,
(2) stresses developed in the active material cause changes in magnetization of said
material, and (3) the magnetization changes produce a current in the wound coil and
therefore power output.
2.1.1 Composite and Embedded Materials
Electrical steel sheets with dimensions of 3 in length, 0.4 in width, and 0.018 in
thickness (76.2 mm x 10.16 mm x 0.4318 mm) were used as a substitute for Galfenol.
This material was chosen due to its availability, low cost, and mechanical properties
similar to those reported for Galfenol. One discrepancy between the materials is their
elongation at break, where Galfenol is brittle (for compositions having higher magne-
tomechanical responses) [64] but the electrical steel used is quite ductile. Induction
coils were wound using insulated, AWG 31 copper wire having an outside diameter
of 0.01 in (0.254 mm). Base plates (0.1 in or 2.54 mm thick) and foils (0.006 in or
0.1524 mm thick) used for UAM welding were made of Al 3003-H18.
2.1.2 Build Preparation
Sheets of electrical steel were wound with one layer of Kapton insulation tape,
adhesive side facing outward. The copper wire was wound around the steel, on top
of the Kapton tape layer. Another layer of Kapton tape was applied on top of the
wound wire and the lead wires. For each specimen, a groove with variable depth
was machined into a base of Al 3003-H18 or into previously consolidated layers of Al
3003-H18 to house the specimens. Steel specimens were then bonded into the milled
grooves using M-Bond strain gage adhesive. An example aluminum base plate with
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Figure 2.1: Induction coil build preparation
milled grooves, a schematic of the milled grooves, and an example build ready for
embedding are shown in Figure 2.1.
The steel was roughly flush with the surrounding surface of the base aluminum,
considering an adhesive thickness of about 0.025 mm. A total of nine builds were
completed: six builds with 30 turn induction coils, and three builds with 60 turn
induction coils.
2.1.3 UAM Process Parameters
The UAM system described in Section 1.2.4.1 was used for all welding trials.
Table 2.1 reports the UAM process parameters used for each of the embedding trials.
The parameters used were similar to those typical of embedding using Al 3003-H18
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foils [29]. The number of tapes column refers to the number of non-consolidated Al
3003-H18 foils that were welded to the build surface during a single welding pass.
Table 2.1: Parameters for induction coil embeds
Build Coil
Number
of Turns
Number
of
Tapes
Amplitude -
µm
Normal
Force - lbf
(N)
Travel
Speed -
in
s
(mm
s
)
1 30 2 31.2 1000 (4448.2) 1 (25.4)
2 30 2 31.2 1000 (4448.2) 1 (25.4)
3 60 2 31.2 1250 (5560.3) 1 (25.4)
4 60 2 31.2 1250 (5560.3) 1 (25.4)
5 30 3 31.2 1250 (5560.3) 1 (25.4)
6 30 3 31.2 1400 (6227.5) 1 (25.4)
7 60 2 36.4 1400 (6227.5) 1 (25.4)
8 30 2 31.2 1400 (6227.5) 1 (25.4)
9 60 2 31.2 1400 (6227.5) 1 (25.4)
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Figure 2.2: Insulation-stripped and deformed induction coil resulting from minimal
Al bonding around coil (top Al foils manually peeled back for visualization of coil)
2.1.4 Results
For each trial, the wound induction coils did not have continuity at the leads (they
were shorted to the Al tapes or base plate). Builds 1 through 4 resulted in sparse
bonding of the Al tapes to the base and little plastic flow of said tapes around the coil
components. It is theorized that this was a result of milling the grooves into Al tapes
that were previously consolidated onto the base plate. The VHP UAM system used
for consolidation does not have automatic tape feeding nor machining capabilities.
Thus, it was difficult to consolidate the initial Al tapes onto the base plate in a neat
and even stack. Further, grooves were milled on a separate machine and a facing pass
before groove milling had not been completed. As a result, a height gradient from
one end of the build to the other may have existed. Due to the minimal bonding of
Al tape to Al base layers, the wound coils experienced a significant portion of the
loading and therefore had insulation stripped off and were severely deformed in some
cases, as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Moving forward, specimens 5 through 9 were bonded into grooves milled directly
in the base plate. This resulted in far less deformation of the induction coil exposed to
the welding interface and greater consolidation of Al around the embedded elements.
The coil of build 7 was severely deformed with much insulation removed, likely due
to the high vibration amplitude used during embedding.
Also, it was noticed that a number of coil shorts were occurring where two strips
of Kapton tape met18. In these locations, the normal force and vibrations separated
the gap between strips of Kapton tape, which exposed the wires and melted their
insulation. Therefore the induction coils for builds 8 and 9 were protected by applying
Kapton tape along the x-direction (shown in Figure 2.1), which prevented tape seams
from occurring. This resulted in almost no deformation of the wound coils as seen in
Figure 2.3 and an inability to locate the short in the coil. Further, build 9 was fully
embedded with welding occurring around the entirety of the steel sheet, wound coil,
and even between the coil lead wires, as seen in Figure 2.4.
2.1.5 Analysis and Discussion
Complete embedding of a steel sample wound with a 60 turn induction coil was
achieved by (1) milling a groove directly into a flat base plate of Al to house the sam-
ple, (2) applying a layer of Kapton insulation tape such that no tape seams occurred
on the surface of the build, and (3) ultrasonically welding two non-consolidated Al
foils over top with the parameters: 1400 lbf (6227.5 N) normal force, 31.2 µm am-
plitude, and 1 in/s (25.4 mm/s) travel speed. Despite the embedding success, the
coil was shorted. To reduce the possibility of the coils shorting, it is hypothesized
18tapes were wound in the y-direction as shown in Figure 2.1 resulting in tape seams also in the
y-direction
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Figure 2.3: Weld interface of 30 turn induction coil build with no Kapton tape seams
Figure 2.4: Fully embedded 0.4 in wide steel specimen with wound 60 turn induction
coil
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that the insulation on the wire should be increased or a stronger conductor or insu-
lator material should be used. Of these two, the insulation thickness is thought to
be most significant, because it was discovered that a coil could be embedded with
very little or no deformation. However, the slight deformation or a relative motion
between windings caused the insulation to be removed. Thus, increased thickness will
further shield the wire from the elevated temperatures and shear forces that occur
at the welding interface. The embedding of relatively large diameter wires has been
accomplished with no damage to the wire in the case where the wire has a higher
yield strength than the aluminum [37]. This resulted in significant flow of aluminum
around the wires with no deformation of the embedded wires. Thus, coil survivability
can be increased if a stronger conductor material or insulator material is used.
Other methods exist to measure the change in magnetization developed in the
Galfenol as a result of changes in composite stress. One promising method is the
use of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors, which can detect minute changes in
magnetic fields. GMR sensors are small chips that may prove ideal for embedding
into active composites. One downside of this technology it that only sensing and not
energy harvesting can be accomplished, because the sensors require input power to
operate.
2.2 Iron-Gallium Embedding
A Galfenol-aluminum composite (using non-rolled Galfenol) has been previously
produced used the UAM process in [29]. This was accomplished by (1) machining
a groove (equal in depth to the thickness of Galfenol) into a flat plate of Al, (2)
bonding of the Galfenol into the groove using strain gage adhesive, (3) filling in
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Figure 2.5: Cross-section of the desired Galfenol-aluminum active composites
remaining machining gaps with glazing putty, and (4) welding a single Al foil on top.
To replicate the results of [29] and to test the embedding ability of newly available
rolled Galfenol material, Al composites with non-rolled and rolled Galfenol active
elements were investigated. As presented in Section 1.2.3.2, rolled Galfenol material
is preferred over monolithic specimens for a variety of reasons. Thus, it is desirable to
develop an active composite containing a recently developed rolled Galfenol material.
Figure 2.5 shows a cross-section of the desired active composite.
2.2.1 Composite and Embedded Materials
For UAM welding, 0.006 in (0.1524 mm) thick Al 3003-H18 foils were used. Builds
were prepared on Al 3003-H18 plates 0.1 in (2.54 mm) thick. The aforementioned
Al plates were bolted to a low-carbon steel base plate 0.5 in (12.7 mm) thick, which
was then clamped in four locations to the UAM machine. An example arrangement
of consolidated Al foil, Al plate, and steel base plate used for UC is shown in Figure
2.6.
Highly textured Bridgman Galfenol steel sheets with nominal compositions of
18.4 at% Ga plus 1002 steel alloying additions were purchased from ETREMA Prod-
ucts, Inc. These sheets have dimensions of 0.015 in (0.381 mm) thickness, 0.4 in
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Figure 2.6: Fixture used to clamp welding plates to UAM machine: Al 3003-H18
plate bolted to steel base plate
(10.16 mm) width, and 4.0 in (101.6 mm) length, and were machined by wire EDM
from highly textured rods. This material will be referred to as EDM cut Galfenol
steel throughout this research.
Rolled sheets of Bridgman Galfenol steel with a high degree of texture and nom-
inal compositions of 18.4 at% Ga plus low-carbon steel alloying additions were also
purchased from ETREMA Products, Inc. These sheets have dimensions of 0.018 in
(0.4572 mm) thickness, 0.5 in (12.7 mm) width, and 3.0 in (76.2 mm) length. This
material will be referred to as rolled Galfenol steel throughout this research. These
rolled sheets were produced by (1) melting 99.99 % purity Ga with low carbon steel,
then chill casting into an ingot, (2) hot rolling, warm rolling, and cold rolling the
ingot with an intermediate anneal, (3) heat treating under protective atmosphere to
induce recrystallization and grain growth, (4) machining 0.5 in (12.7 mm) by 3.0 in
(76.2 mm) samples from the rolled sheets by wire EDM [66].
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2.2.2 UAM Process Parameters
The UAM system described in Section 1.2.4.1 was used for all welding trials.
Unless specified otherwise, all embedding trials were performed using parameters of
1200 lbf (5337.9 N) normal force, 31.2 µm amplitude, and 1 in/s (25.4 mm/s) travel
speed.
2.2.3 Composite Development
Three initial builds (builds 1, 2, and 3) were created by following the methods
presented in [29], except that grooves were machined into stacks of 6 Al foils that
had been previously welded onto an Al plate using UAM (in an effort to produce
composites made entirely of Galfenol and ultrasonically consolidated aluminum). An
additional alteration was a change in milling depth. For the single EDM cut Galfenol
steel sample (build 3), a 0.02 in (0.508 mm) groove was milled to house the 0.015 in
(0.381 mm) sample and allow for an adhesive layer as well. For similar reasons,
a 0.025 in (0.635 mm) groove was milled to house the 0.018 in (0.4572 mm) rolled
Galfenol steel sample. The thickness of the adhesive layer was overestimated, because
the surface of the Galfenol samples were 0.002−0.004 in (50.8−101.6 µm) below the
Al surface. In each of these trials, the Galfenol samples fractured and were ejected or
partially ejected from the milled groove, and shearing of the welded Al foil occurred
along the edges of the milled groove. Before and after pictures of an example build
is shown in Figure 2.7. Surprisingly, the consolidated Al foil had a large amount of
texturing directly above the Galfenol. This indicates that slip between the sonotrode
and Al foil did not occur at this location, and suggests that flow of the foil occurred
likely causing good mechanical coupling between foil and Galfenol.
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Figure 2.7: EDM cut Galfenol steel build 3 (A) before and (B) after
The main culprit for the unsuccessful builds above was likely an unfavorable con-
tact pressure distribution, which caused the Al foil to strain excessively over the Al
shoulder that ran alongside the Galfenol, due to its recessed location. Further, it has
been shown that there exists a maximum height to width ratio (H/W) for ultrasonic
consolidation [59]. Due to the milled groove throughout the length of the Galfenol
builds, two narrow ribs (H/W 0.1) are formed on either side of the Galfenol that run
the length of the builds. In [59], the maximum H/W was determined to be roughly
1, calculated from builds welded with half the amplitude used in this research. The
maximum H/W as a function of amplitude is not known, but it is reasonable to
assume that it will decrease as vibration amplitude increases. Therefore, I theorize
that excessive deflection of the ribs that sandwich the Galfenol, caused by the large
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Figure 2.8: Cross sectional view of rib deflection during the UAM process
vibration amplitude, may have caused the adhesive to shear, which resulted in failure
of the embed. A depiction of this is shown in a cross-sectional view of the composite
in Figure 2.8, where the mirror line is a line of symmetry in the cross-section. During
UAM welding, the aluminum ribs surrounding the Galfenol vibrate in phase with the
welding horn, or sonotrode. This imparts a horizontal force on the Galfenol. Since
the shear strength of adhesives is low, this force is sufficient to shear the adhesive
layer, leading to fracture of the Galfenol as is moves from the bonded location.
To combat the issues discussed above, changes were made to the build prepara-
tion. The depth of the grooves was decreased, and sanding using 50 grit paper was
completed such that a completely flat, even surface was achieved. Also, the grooves
were machined directly into the Al plates described in Section 2.2.1, to improve the
stiffness of the Al surrounding the Galfenol. Further, qualitative contact pressure
distributions were obtained using pressure sensitive film (Pressurex “high” pressure
film manufactured by Sensor Products, Inc.). Accuracies for the contact pressures are
estimated at ±15% by the manufacturer. Contact pressure measurements were taken
in ambient with aproximately 22 ◦C and 50 %RH. This film was placed between the
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sonotrode and a non-consolidated Al foil (that had been placed on top of the build in
the orientation used for UAM welding). To obtain the contact pressure distributions,
the following process parameters were used: 400 lbf (1779.3 N) normal force, 0 µm
amplitude (ultrasonics off), and 1 in/s (25.4 mm/s) travel speed.
Two additional builds (builds 4 and 5) were prepared using the preparation
changes listed above and the rolled Galfenol steel specimens. In each case embed-
ding of the Galfenol failed, but the Galfenol sample did not experience fracture nor
noticeable deformation. Post welding pictures and pressure films, including an ex-
ample prewelding picture are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. Following ultrasonic
consolidation, the Galfenol samples in builds 4 and 5 each had 2 Al nuggets on their
surface. Micrographs of the interface between these nuggets and the Galfenol have
not been obtained. Therefore, whether the nugget was welded to the Galfenol or
just significantly interlocked could not be assessed, although mechanical interlocking
without welding is expected due to the large asperity height caused by the coarse
sandpaper. The nuggets can likely be attributed to the rigorous sample preparation,
which involved sanding with 150 grit sandpaper and degreasing with isopropyl al-
cohol. Sanding removes any oxide layer on the surface of the Galfenol and creates
relatively large crevices between asperities for the Al foil to flow into.
In build 4, the Al foil sheared along the front edge of the Galfenol. The cause
was the sonotrode starting location during the welding pass. When the sonotrode
is contacting the build prior to the edge of the Galfenol, the area supporting the
sonotrode normal force was reduced, due to the very soft body filler. This resulted
in increased compression. When the sonotrode passes over the Galfenol section of
the build, the load-bearing area increases leading to decreased compression of the
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Figure 2.9: Before and after welding, and pressure film of rolled Galfenol steel UAM
build 4
Figure 2.10: Post welding and pressure film of rolled Galfenol steel UAM build 5
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build. Therefore, as the sonotrode reached the edge of the Galfenol, it experienced
a step input in build height. This lead to excessive strain in the Al foil and its
subsequent shearing. Consequently, the welding process for build 5 was altered so
that the sonotrode started near the edge of the Galfenol (where Galfenol shared the
load with the surrounding Al), as shown in Figure 2.10.
While the surface of build 5 was sanded flat using sandpaper fitted around a large
flat metal block, the pressure-sensitive film has the appearance of a build in which
the Galfenol is located slightly above the Al surface. A more likely explanation for
the contact pressure distribution is that Galfenol is much stiffer than the aluminum
3003-H18. The elastic modulus of Galfenol is typically published as in Table 1.2,
but this is only valid in the 〈100〉 crystal direction. The specification of the 〈100〉
direction is usually dropped, because the elastic modulus of interest is typically the
modulus along the actuation axis, or 〈100〉 direction. The direction of the normal
force applied during the UAM process is in the crystallographic 〈110〉 direction. In
the 〈110〉 direction, Galfenol has an elastic modulus of ∼ 160 GPa [36], which is
∼ 2.5 times that of the surrounding Al 3003-H18. Thus, for flat build surfaces, the
Galfenol will always sustain the majority of the normal loading. Without ample
pressure between aluminum surfaces, solid-state welding cannot be achieved.
The cause of failure for build 5 is likely asymmetry in bonding along the welding
direction. Due to the near zero contact pressure on the aluminum sections, the
sonotrode slipped across one side of the Al foil (leading to zero welding on that
side), but stuck to the opposite side of the Al foil (leading to welding of Al foil to Al
substrate). Thus, the Al foil experienced alternating cycles of tension and compression
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along the width of the foil as half of the foil moved with the sonotrode vibration and
the other half was not perturbed. This lead to shearing of the Al foil.
2.2.4 Analysis and Discussion
Reasons why embedding success was achieved in [29], and not in this research
is difficult to reconcile, due to the ignorance of contact pressure distribution in [29],
which was shown to play a critical role in this research. The key difference between the
studies is the width of Galfenol samples embedded (0.4 in for the successful embed
vs. 0.5 in for the unsuccessful embeds). The reduction in the available welding
surface (from 0.6 in to 0.5 in) is significant, and increases the difficulty in producing
a successful solid-state weld using UAM. It is therefore theorized that a critical width
may exist, above which embedding is either impossible or very difficult.
From the embedding trails carried out, much insight into the ideal embedding
method has been gained. Moving forward, a few key ideas are clear. First, if Galfenol
is level with the surrounding aluminum, the Galfenol bears the majority of the load,
leading to great difficulty in producing a solid-state weld between aluminum foil and
aluminum base plate. Second, the contact pressure distribution plays a critical role
in the embedding process, where pressure concentrations likely lead to fracture of the
Galfenol. Third, build preparation that includes sanding the Galfenol surface with
150 grit sandpaper and then degreasing leads to significant mechanical interlocking or
welding between the Al foil and Galfenol, for the UAM parameters used. Therefore,
future attempts to embed the rolled Galfenol steel samples will follow the same sample
preparation procedure, but with Galfenol very slightly recessed below the surface of
the aluminum in order to yield a more favorable contact pressure distribution.
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CHAPTER 3
MAGNETIC TRANSDUCTION CIRCUIT
3.1 Design
This section details the constraints and design of critical components of the mag-
netic transduction circuit. Two configurations of the magnetic circuit are desired:
a material characterization configuration and a cantilever beam vibration configura-
tion. For the material characterization setup, the magnetic circuit will provide control
of the magnetic domain, while the composites are loaded in tension and compression
using a load frame. For the cantilever beam vibration configuration, the magnetic cir-
cuit will provide control of the magnetic domain and a rigid clamping of the composite
as a cantilever, while interfacing with a shaker table or pushrod-type electromagnetic
shaker.
3.1.1 Magnetic Flux-Linking Elements
Important properties for the magnetic circuit elements used to flux link the drive
coils to the composite are the magnetic permeability, electrical resistivity, and the
saturation magnetization or flux density. For this reason, Metglas cores were initially
the material of choice, with their saturation flux density around 1.5 T, very high
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permeability, and high resistivity [48]. Additionally, the cores are formed by laminat-
ing Metglas ribbons about 25 µm thick. However, the Metglas cores are difficult to
manufacture and require specialized tooling, which limits custom designs. Machin-
ing of production Metglas cores also proved very difficult due to the material’s very
high hardness. Machining by wire EDM was unsuccessful due to the discontinuity in
metallic elements through the thickness of the cores (resulting from the laminating
adhesive). For the reasons stated, electrical steel laminations, which are a standard
choice for DC motors and transformers, were selected instead of the Metglas cores.
Electrical steel can have saturation flux densities around 2 T, mild resistivity, and
high permeability [1].
Initial designs consisted of nearly U-shaped stacks of steel laminates, where the Al-
Galfenol composites would complete the flux path and form an O-shape, and the drive
coil would sit opposite the composite. This design, while simple, does not synthesize
well with mechanical excitation from a shaker, due to its asymmetry. Further, the
length of the single coil is constrained by the length of the composites, which need to
be gripped at the ends during the material characterization setup. Thus, the design in
Figure 3.1 was adopted. This design allows for two drive coils to be utilized, effectively
doubling the magnetizing force through the composite in ideal situations. Slots in
the stacks of laminates also allow the UAM composites to slide freely through the
stacks, for use with a load frame, and complete the magnetic flux path concurrently.
Further, the symmetric nature of the flux path should produce a very uniform flux
path along the length of the composite in ideal situations.
During compressive loading of the composite, buckling becomes a concern. To pre-
vent this, the distance between the protrusions, L, labeled in Figure 3.1 was limited.
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Figure 3.1: Design of electrical steel laminates used to flux link composite to drive
coils
To increase the critical buckling load, L should be decreased. However, L is the region
of the composite in which measurements will be obtained and is also linearly related
to the length of the cantilevered composite beam. In order to have ample space for
measurements and a beam that will easily deflect, L should be increased. To balance
these opposing desires, a length, L, of 1 in (25.4 mm) was chosen. For this length, the
critical buckling loads for both the composite (cross-section shown in Figure 2.5) and
the Galfenol sheets (0.02 x 0.5 in or 0.508 x 12.7 mm cross-section) are summarized
in Table 3.1. In this table, the pinned-pinned and fixed-fixed columns refer to the
critical values calculated assuming the slots provide a pinned-pinned or fixed-fixed
boundary condition, respectively, on the composite or Galfenol sheet. These values
were calculated using Equation (3.1),
Pcr =
pi2EI
L2e
, (3.1)
where Le is equal to L for pinned-pinned boundary conditions and 0.5L for fixed-
fixed boundary conditions [11].
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Table 3.1: Critical buckling loads and maximum compressive stress that can be de-
veloped in Galfenol for testing of Galfenol sheets and Galfenol-Al composites
Galfenol sheet Composite
Pinned-
pinned
fixed-
fixed
Pinned-
pinned
fixed-
fixed
Critical buckling load (N) 135.8 543.3 1535 6142
Maximum compressive stress
produced in Galfenol (MPa)
21.05 84.22 64.49 257.9
The critical buckling loads in Table 3.1 were calculated directly from Equation
(3.1). The compressive stress developed in the Galfenol that corresponds to each
critical buckling load was calculated by considering the aluminum and Galfenol of
the composite as two springs in parallel. The values in Table 3.1 are estimations
that do not include magnetic field-dependent elastic properties, potential slip between
aluminum and Galfenol surfaces, nor other effects due to the magnetic and mechanical
coupling. For calculations, an elastic modulus of 64 GPa was used for Galfenol in the
〈100〉 direction [76].
3.1.2 Drive Coils
To determine the drive coil, or drive solenoid, number of turns and length, rolled
Galfenol material constraints and geometry constraints were considered. As presented
in [29], a magnetizing field of about 25 kA/m is required to saturate the 0.015 in
(381 µm) thick Bridgman Galfenol steel. Also, as shown in Figure 1.4, as the applied
compressive stress along the length of Galfenol increases, the magnetizing field re-
quired for saturation increases. This is seen as a widening of the “butterfly” curve in
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the strain vs. magnetic field plot. Thus, to be conservative, a maximum magnetizing
field of 60 kA/m along the composite is desired.
Due to air gaps and imperfections throughout the magnetic circuit, the amount of
magnetic flux generated along the composite will always be less than that generated
at the center of the solenoids. A conservative safety factor of 1.5 was used to account
for this, resulting in a maximum generated magnetic field of 90 kA/m. In a perfectly
symmetric magnetic circuit as designed in Figure 3.1, the magnetizing force generated
by each coil sums to yield the magnetizing force through the composite. Consequently,
each coil was designed to have a magnetic field strength of 45 kA/m.
Using Equation (1.3), the magnetic field strength at the center of each solenoid
can be calculated as a function of the number of turns, current, and geometry. From
the magnetic circuit design shown in Figure 3.1 and expanded upon in the following
sections, geometry constraints for the coil inner radius, coil length, and coil outer
radius were determined. Additionally, as a precaution, the coil current is limited
to 1 A. From Equation (1.3), it was calculated that a coil thickness of ∼ 0.6 in
(15.24 mm) would yield the desired coil strength. However, the calculation assumed
perfect winding of the coil. Therefore, a coil thickness of 0.75 in (19.05 mm) was
chosen, which corresponds to ∼ 3100 turns if perfectly wound.
3.1.3 Material/Composite Characterization Setup
To characterize the rolled Galfenol materials or the FeGa-Al composites (by ob-
taining the 4 sensing and actuation curves similar to Figure 1.4), a load frame must
be used to provide bias mechanical stress during sensing and mechanical strain during
actuation. In the characterization configuration, the magnetic circuit must allow the
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Figure 3.2: Design of magnetic circuit for use with a load frame during characteriza-
tion testing
composite to strain freely, while maintaining a fixed position in space through rigid
fixturing. To accomplish this, the setup shown in Figure 3.2 was designed.
The aluminum support arm shown in Figure 3.2 supports the weight of the mag-
netic circuit, while also magnetically insulating the magnetic system by isolating it
from neighboring ferromagnetic materials. The slot through the electrical steel lami-
nates allows the UAM composites to complete the magnetic flux path, while minimiz-
ing the adverse air gap between the composite and steel stack to 0.005 in (0.127 mm).
The completed material/composite characterization setup of the magnetic circuit is
shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Material/composite characterization setup
3.1.4 Cantilever Beam Vibration Setup
In the cantilever beam vibration setup, the magnetic circuit will be used with a
shaker table or electromagnetic shaker to induce beam bending. Sensor or energy
harvester responses to mechanical excitations will be obtained with this magnetic
circuit assembly. The aluminum support arm from the characterization setup is no
longer needed, as the magnetic circuit will be supported by fishing line if used with
the shaker (creating a pendulum of the circuit), or by the shaker table itself. The
configuration shown in Figure 3.4 was designed to vibrate the magnetic circuit using
the shaker table or shaker, while clamping the composite as a simple cantilever. The
presence of the steel laminate stacks and drive coils in this setup will allow for precise
control of the magnetic bias field applied to the composite. With the determination of
the ideal magnetic field bias, the steel and drive coils can be replaced by permanent
magnets, creating a small sensor package that can be realized for future Galfenol-
based sensor applications. The design of this setup is identical to the characterization
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Figure 3.4: Design of cantilever beam vibration setup
setup, except for the aluminum support arm and the aluminum fixturing shown as
an exploded view in Figure 3.5.
For the vibration configuration of the magnetic circuit, an electrical steel laminate
stack with a slot is mated to and clamped to a stack without a slot. This allows the
composite to complete the magnetic flux path and to vibrate freely, while minimizing
magnetic flux loses by removing the superfluous slot near the cantilever beam tip.
The shaker attachment point is oriented such that the shaker pushrod will be normal
to the surface of the composite. It is also located midway between drive coils and
midway between each electrical steel laminate stack. The as-machined cantilever
beam vibration setup is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.2 Manufacture of Components
This section details specific manufacturing methods used for critical components
of the magnetic transduction circuit.
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Figure 3.5: Exploded view of aluminum fixturing used to cantilever composite to
magnetic circuit and interface with a shaker
Figure 3.6: Cantilever beam vibration setup
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Figure 3.7: Electrical steel laminate stacks; A and B used for material/composite
characterization setup, A and C used for cantilever beam vibration setup
3.2.1 Electrical Steel Laminates
The electrical steel laminate sheets were machined by wire EDM for uniformity
and accuracy. The purpose of using laminates instead of a bulk piece of steel is to
reduce the eddy current loses that become significant during frequency operation of
the magnetic circuit. To insulate the laminates from each other, 0.001 in (0.0254 mm)
thick Kapton insulation film was cut to the shape of each laminate and applied
between each layer. Following, the laminates were stacked, aligned, and secured with
Kapton tape wound around the outside. Figure 3.7 shows the resulting laminate
stacks.
3.2.2 Drive Coils
To produce a solenoid that would fit around the steel laminates, while also mini-
mizing the air gap between the two, coils were wound onto an accurately milled block,
which is shown in Figure 3.8. 26 AWG copper wire was chosen from the available
wire as this was calculated to yield coils with the greatest magnetic field strength19.
19calculated using each coil’s dimensions and maximum rated current
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Figure 3.8: Machined block and fixture used to wind drive solenoids
To expedite winding and produce uniformly wound solenoids, coils were wound on
a lathe. The thread cutting feature of the lathe was used to feed the wire along the
coil length as the block rotated such that the gaps between windings were uniform
and minimized. During coil winding, epoxy was applied every 2 layers. The resulting
coils are shown in Figure 3.9.
Following production, the magnetic field strength of each coil in air was obtained
by applying a 0.1 Hz sinusoidal current of 1.2 A to each. Magnetic field strength
was measured using a Walker Scientific MG-4D gaussmeter and a HP245S axial Hall
probe positioned at the center of the solenoid, parallel to the coil axis. The absolute
value of field strength at coil current of −1 and 1 A was averaged over 12 cycles
of applied current. The resulting averaged field strengths are given in Figure 3.9.
Using the actual thicknesses of the coils and their corresponding maximum number
of windings, a theoretical field strength could be calculated for each solenoid, using
Equation (1.3). A winding efficiency, expressed as Equation (3.2), could also be
calculated as,
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Figure 3.9: Drive solenoids and relevant dimensions and properties
ηwinding =
Hactual
Htheoretical
=
Hactual
Nmaxi
a1,actual
F (αactual,βactual)
2βactual(αactual−1)
. (3.2)
The winding efficiency will be used in Section 3.3 for modeling of the solenoids.
3.3 Verification and Modeling
This section details the FEM model used to verify the magnetic design of the
magnetic transduction circuit. Actuation of the UAM composites was also modeled.
The modeling program used was COMSOL multiphysics with Matlab.
3.3.1 Galfenol Material Model
To model the behavior of Galfenol, the constitutive model developed by Evans
was used [22]. This model was formulated into a finite element model for use with
COMSOL and Matlab by Chakrabarti [5]. This model uses a piecewise-linear solu-
tion process that first utilizes COMSOL to calculate the first increment in magnetic
flux density, ∆B, and mechanical strain, ∆S, at each node in the Galfenol domain.
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Next, the spatially-dependent piezomagnetic coefficients are calculated from the ini-
tial stress and magnetic field at each node. Following, the incremental magnetic field
and stress, ∆H and ∆T respectively, are calculated using the linear magnetostrictive
constitutive law, Equations (1.15) and (1.16). After, the next increment in magnetic
flux density and strain are calculated, and the process repeats. The characteris-
tic curves of Galfenol are therefore traversed through linear approximations between
steps. The accuracy of the model is thus dependent upon the step size of increments,
due to increasing drift error as the step size is increased.
3.3.2 Magnetic Circuit Design Verification
3.3.2.1 Model Parameters and Development
To determine the magnetic flux path and magnetic field strength throughout the
circuit, a 1:1 scale three-dimensional model of the composite characterization setup
was created. The characterization setup was modeled instead of the vibration setup,
because it was determined to be more critical with respect to flux losses. The char-
acterization setup utilizes steel laminate stacks, each with a slot that creates an air
gap around the composite. The vibration setup has only one laminate stack with a
slot. While an air gap between the cantilevered beam tip and adjacent laminate stack
exists (allowing the composite to vibrate freely between the stacks), its breadth can
be controlled and its effect on the flux path is less severe.
Since aluminum is a paramagnetic material, its magnetic response to magnetic
fields can be neglected. Therefore, the aluminum support arm, aluminum parts to
clamp the laminates, and all bolts were replaced by air in the model. Further sim-
plifications were applied by removing all fillets and replacing circular holes by square
holes. Additionally, the solenoids were modeled as rectangular prisms, divided into
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Figure 3.10: Simplified drive coils with current direction shown
quarters, with each segment carrying a current density in a single direction, as seen
in a side view of the model in Figure 3.10. For the specified current densities the
right-hand rule can be used, such that the magnetic fields produced from each coil
would point out of the page.
Despite the simplifications, a number of important complexities were retained
for accuracy. These complexities of the model are shown in Figure 3.11. The most
important of these is a 0.005 in (0.127 mm) air gap between the composite and each
of the steel laminate stacks. These complexities may significantly alter the magnetic
flux path and result in nonuniform or incomplete actuation of the Galfenol.
Ideally, the two solenoids are identical, yielding the ideal magnetic flux path shown
in Figure 3.1. However, a 5.74 % difference (calculated from Figure 3.9) exists be-
tween the magnetic field strength of the actual solenoids. This was incorporated
into the COMSOL simulation by defining a specific current density (defined from
the experimentally determined magnetic field strengths) and size for each coil. The
constants used to define each coil are given in Table 3.2.
The maximum current density, Jmax, was calculated from Equation (3.3),
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Figure 3.11: Complexities of the magnetic transduction circuit retained for finite
element modeling
Table 3.2: Solenoid constants used for finite element simulations
Units Coil A Coil B
Conductivity S
m
5.88E+07 5.88E+07
C/S area of wire, AW m2 1.28E-07 1.28E-07
Resistance, R Ohm 35.1 37.9
Max voltage, Vmax V 7.02 7.58
Max current A 0.2 0.2
Winding efficiency, ηwinding no units 0.838 0.751
Wire packing factor, ηpacking no units 0.8162 0.8162
Max current density, Jmax
A
m2
1.07E+06 9.58E+05
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Figure 3.12: Discretization of composite domains: (A) aluminum substrate, (B)
Galfenol, (C) UAM aluminum foil
Jmax =
Vmax · ηwinding · ηpacking
R · AW . (3.3)
In Table 3.2, the wire packing factor is a correction factor accounting for the
efficiency of packing circular wires into a rectangular space. It was calculated by
considering a 2D rectangular space and maximizing the number and spacing of circles
within that space.
Due to the large difference in size between the composite thickness and the sur-
rounding geometry, the meshing algorithm fails, as it attempts to create a mesh with
very large gradients in element size. To overcome this, the composite geometry was
split into many domains, as shown in Figure 3.12. A similar procedure was used for
the air gap between the composite and the electrical steel laminates.
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The mechanical and magnetic constants used to define the steel and aluminum
domains are displayed in Table 3.3. The actuation frequency for the simulations was
1 Hz.
Table 3.3: Mechanical and magnetic constants of electrical steel and Al 3003-H18
used for finite element simulations
Units Electrical steel Al 3003-H18
Magnetic permeability N
A2
10e3µ0 µ0
Elastic modulus Pa 2.00E+11 6.89E+10
Poisson’s ratio no units 0.3 0.33
Damping coefficient N
m/s
100 100
Density kg
m3
7860 2730
Conductivity S
m
2.06E+07 2.31E+07
3.3.2.2 Results and Discussion
The COMSOL model was solved for the mesh shown in Figure 3.13 (domain repre-
senting air not shown), having 64, 397 elements and 353, 922 degrees of freedom. The
mechanical boundary condition is also shown in Figure 3.13. The magnetic bound-
ary condition was a flux density of zero on the outer surface of the large air volume
surrounding the circuit (seen as a wireframe in Figure 3.15). To test convergence, the
model was solved four times. With each run, the magnitude increase in current to the
coils for each increment of the solution process was decreased. Convergence of the flux
density along the Z-direction, or length direction, of Galfenol is shown in Table 3.4.
The flux density values shown in the table are averaged over the Galfenol domains
located between the steel laminates. The percent difference between a run and the
previous run is calculated in the table, showing the convergence. The magnitude of
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Figure 3.13: Mesh used to solve COMSOL simulations
the flux density near saturation and above saturation is artificially high due to the
step size of coil current. For increased accuracy, the step size can be decreased, and
the saturation flux density will approach the experimental value of about 1.5 T [45].
However, for the purpose of this simulation, this drift error is acceptable, and will
have little effect on the overall magnetic flux path. This is known, because the mag-
netic flux path of simulations 2 and 3 were not significantly different from simulation
4.
Table 3.4: Convergence of flux density in Galfenol
Run Number of
elements
Degrees of
freedom
Incremental
current (A)
Flux density
in Z-direction,
BZ (T)
Percent dif-
ference in
BZ (%)
1 64,397 353,922 0.141 3.30 -
2 64,397 353,922 0.033 2.00 49.1
3 64,397 353,922 0.013 1.75 13.3
4 64,397 353,922 0.008 1.67 4.7
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To verify the magnetic transduction circuit design, the path of the magnetic flux
loops throughout the circuit and the distribution of flux throughout the Galfenol were
obtained from simulation 4. Figure 3.14 shows the progression of the magnetic flux
path as the current to the coils is increased. The red loops are streamlines of the
magnetic flux density with components: BX, BY, BZ. Each plot has 20 streamlines.
Saturation of the Galfenol was reached at a current of 0.112 A to each coil (at a
magnetic field of about 5 kA/m over the Galfenol spanning between the sides of the
steel laminates). Therefore, at currents above 0.112 A, the Galfenol is in the forced
magnetostriction region, which occurs after the Galfenol is fully magnetized in the
direction of the applied field. As seen in Figure 3.14, the flux is concentrated in the
Galfenol and the majority of flux loops follow the idealized magnetic flux path shown
in Figure 3.1. An interesting result of the simulation, is that very little or none of the
flux generated by the smaller solenoid follows the idealized path and aids in saturating
the Galfenol. This is solely due to the difference in strength of each coil, and was
an expected result, because the experimental strengths were known. This difference
can be accounted for by feedback control of the coil currents. Despite, the simulation
shows that the magnetic flux “lost” from the circuit (meaning not contributing to the
magnetization of the Galfenol) was minimal.
The distribution of flux throughout the Galfenol should be uniform throughout the
region where measurements will be obtained. Due to the coupling of the magnetic and
mechanical domains, if nonuniform flux exists in the Galfenol, there will be gradients
in Galfenol magnetostriction and magnetization. This will yield internal stresses at
domain boundaries and adverse magnetic interactions between domains of different
orientation. The result of this will be an increased difficulty in saturating Galfenol and
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Figure 3.14: Simulated magnetic flux path of the transduction circuit for different
coil currents
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Figure 3.15: Simulated magnetic flux distribution through the mid plane of the
Galfenol thickness
will likely lead to measurement errors and/or a decrease in actuation response. From
simulation 4, the flux density distribution throughout the Galfenol was obtained, as
shown in Figure 3.15. The flux density in the length direction of Galfenol is shown in
slice plots (slice through mid plane of Galfenol thickness). For each plot, the current
to the coils, the min and max flux density values, and the location of the zero value
on the flux density scale are given.
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Figure 3.16: Test magnetic circuit for actuation testing
From Figure 3.15, it is seen that the magnetic flux is very uniform throughout
the center of the Galfenol, where measurements will be taken. This consistency was
always present while the Galfenol was magnetized from zero current.
3.3.3 Composite Actuation Modeling
3.3.3.1 Modeling of Test Magnetic Circuit
Before the magnetic transduction circuit was manufactured, a test magnetic circuit
was created to obtain experimental data for actuation of the UAM composites. This
circuit is shown in Figure 3.16. The Galfenol-aluminum composite used to obtain the
experimental data was produced by Hahnlen [29], and is detailed in Figure 3.17.
Using the constitutive material model for Galfenol described in Section 3.3.1 and
the material properties from Section 3.3.2, a 1:1 scale three-dimensional finite element
model of the test magnetic circuit was developed. For increments in solenoid current,
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Figure 3.17: Galfenol-aluminum composite created using UAM [29]
Figure 3.18: Simulated vs. experimental actuation of FeGa-Al UAM composite
the magnetic field strength, strain in the aluminum matrix of the composite, and
strain in the Galfenol was measured. To compare with experimental data, the strain
at the location of each strain gage was obtained by integrating the calculated strain
(in the direction of the gage axis) over the contact area of each gage. The simulated
strain response is compared to the experimental in Figure 3.18 for the first quarter
of the major S−H loop.
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Large discrepancies exist between the simulated and experimental curves. The
primary reason for this is the Galfenol material model itself. While the model can
determine the spatially-dependent, nonlinear actuation and sensing curves, it requires
experimentally determined characteristic curves to calculate the linear piezomagnetic
coefficients. Typically, actuation and sensing curves for rolled Galfenol and Galfenol
sheet do not exist (except for magnetostriction vs. magnetic field curves), due to the
immaturity of the materials and continual improvements in their magnetomechanical
responses. Sufficient experimental data for sheets of the EDM cut Galfenol steel does
not exist. Thus, differences between the Galfenol steel response and the response of
18.4 at% highly-textured, polycrystalline Galfenol (used in the material model) will
result in error. An actuation curve (magnetostriction vs. magnetic field) has been de-
termined for the composite used in this simulation. This curve is reproduced in Figure
3.19 [29]. As shown in Figure 3.19, the EDM cut Galfenol steel that was exposed from
the composite saturated at a magnetic field of ∼ 22 kA/m with a magnetostriction
of ∼ 193 ppm. This saturation magnetostriction is in great disagreement with the
experimental results obtained with the test magnetic circuit. Differences may be due
to a misplaced or misaligned Hall probe or nonuniform magnetization of the exposed
Galfenol during the experiments using the test magnetic circuit. Interestingly, the
strain at the top of the composite is nearly identical in both cases (with differences
likely attributed to the different boundary conditions for each experiment).
Both the simulated results of this research and the experimental results in [29]
show that ∼ 25 % of the magnetostriction available in the Galfenol can be transferred
to the top surface of the composite. This result is present in both studies despite the
difference in Galfenol materials used in the simulation compared to the experiment.
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Figure 3.19: Experimental actuation of FeGa-Al UAM composite [29]
3.3.3.2 Model Parameters and Development
To estimate the actuation response of the composite, the model described in Sec-
tion 3.3.2 was used. The mechanical response to the magnetic fields generated by the
solenoids was obtained, in addition to the magnetic response, during the simulations
in Section 3.3.2. Thus, the model description provided in said section suffices for this
composite actuation simulation.
3.3.3.3 Results and Discussion
As shown earlier, the actuation response magnitudes calculated by the current
Galfenol material model are incorrect, and require experimental characterization of
the specific Galfenol material used. Despite, a simulation of the actuation response
can show important trends and provide a basis upon which to assess the accuracy of
experimental data, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.1. Figure 3.20, shows slice plots of
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Figure 3.20: Simulated strain in UAM composite due to the saturated Galfenol ac-
tuation at solenoids currents of 0.128 A
strain (in the length direction of the Galfenol) for the mechanically active domains in
the COMSOL simulation (in this case only the composite domains). The slice planes
are in the Z-X plane (directions shown in Figure 3.12) and at varying distances away
from the mid plane through the thickness of Galfenol. With reference to the schematic
of the composite cross-section in Figure 2.5, the slice plane 571 µm (0.0225 in) below
the Galfenol mid plane is essentially the bottom surface of the composite, and the
slice plane 343 µm (0.0135 in) above the Galfenol mid plane is essentially the top
surface of the composite.
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In Figure 3.20, it can be seen that the strain in the composite increases from the
plane furthest from the Galfenol to the mid plane of the Galfenol, and even up to
the top surface of the composite, 343 µm (0.0135 in) above the Galfenol mid plane.
This is due to the geometry of the composite, with Galfenol located above the neutral
axis. Additionally, the loading of the Al matrix by the Galfenol actuation increases
in the same fashion, as seen by the increase in size of the highly strained (red) region.
Compression was generated in the Galfenol outside of the steel laminates, because of
the fixed mechanical boundary condition shown in Figure 3.13 and the elongation of
Galfenol between the steel laminate stacks.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
In this research, the prospect of embedding rolled Galfenol samples with wound
induction coils was tested by embedding steel samples wound with induction coils. A
10.16 mm (0.4 in) wide steel sample, wound with a 60 turn induction coil was success-
fully embedded with two Al 3003-H18 foil using ultrasonic consolidation. Despite the
embedding success, the induction coil was shorted to the Al matrix, although embed-
ding was achieved with minimal deformation of the coil windings. It was theorized
that a thicker insulation layer will provide increased protection during welding and
will result in a reduction in the possibility of coil shorting.
From the rolled Galfenol steel embedding trails carried out, the importance of the
contact pressure distribution, build geometry, and sample preparation was shown.
Further, it was shown that a sample in which the Galfenol is flush with the surround-
ing aluminum before embedding will have difficulty embedding due to the difference
in elastic modulus between Galfenol and the aluminum in the direction of the applied
normal force. It was concluded that the failure to embed Galfenol into previously
consolidated aluminum foils was likely due to the height to width ratio of the foils,
which lead to excessive deflection of the foils during welding. Due to the success of
embedding 0.4 in wide sheets of Galfenol in the literature and the lack of success of
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embedding 0.5 in wide sheets in this research, despite the use of pressure-sensitive
film and careful control of build geometry, it is theorized that a critical width of the
active sample may exist, such that embedding samples wider is either impossible or
very difficult.
A magnetic transduction circuit was manufactured with the ability to characterize
sheets of Galfenol or thin composites containing magnetostrictive materials and to
dynamically excite cantilevered composites or sheet material via frequency operation
of coil current and/or cantilever beam base displacement. The design of the magnetic
circuit was verified through a three-dimensional finite element simulation of the circuit
magnetic response, with inclusion of the majority of the circuit complexities.
A test magnetic circuit was also manufactured to obtain experimental actuation
curves for comparison with a three-dimensional finite element simulation. Compar-
isons showed discrepancies in the magnitude of the response, due to a lack of experi-
mental data characterizing the Galfenol steel material. Despite, both the simulation
and composite actuation curves in the literature showed that about 25 % of the avail-
able magnetostriction in the Galfenol samples could be transferred to the top surface
of the composite, 0.006 in away from the embedded Galfenol.
The actuation response of the composite in the magnetic transduction circuit was
also simulated. It was found that the magnetostriction of Galfenol is uniform in
the region where measurements will be taken. Also, despite complete magnetization
of the Galfenol in the composite, the magnetostriction of the embedded Galfenol
only reached ∼ 55 ppm, which is only 29 % of the saturation magnetostriction of
the material itself. This, along with the strain developed in the Al matrix, shows
significant loading of the Al encompassing the Galfenol. It was also determined from
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the simulation, that the strain in the composite can exceed that in the embedded
Galfenol for certain composite geometries in which the Galfenol is located away from
the neutral axis.
Future work in this area should focus on perfecting the embedding of Galfenol
into aluminum using UAM. Also, the critical width of the embedded active material
should be investigated, and the width reported if it is shown to exist. The sensing
response of the UAM composites that incorporate the EDM cut Galfenol sheet and
rolled Galfenol should be obtained as a function of base excitation frequency using
the cantilever beam vibration setup of the magnetic transduction circuit. These
measurements should be supported by characterizing the Galfenol sheet and rolled
Galfenol materials using the characterization setup of the magnetic circuit.
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